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                            /DL HOST has you covered
                        

                        Outpace change. Outperform competitors!

                        
                            We speak tech. Fluently.
                        


                        	
	


                    

                

                

                
                
                    
                        
                            One team, one dream.
                        

                        
                            /Together we triumph.
                        

                        
                            Tech decoded. Success unlocked.
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                            Development

                            Innovators at heart, we speak technology fluently. Our experts excel at decoding complex systems, distilling digital complexity into simple utility. We leverage the latest coding capabilities to build original programs from the ground up. Your ideas drive our designs, delivering customized software that streamlines success.

                        

                    

                

                
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                        


                        
                            IoT

                            Inventing the future, one prototype at a time. Our developers blend imagination with engineering, building fully-functional IoT prototypes that bring tomorrow’s technology to today. We start from scratch, coding and constructing innovative internet-connected devices tailored to your vision. Trial and refine until the model aligns flawlessly to the future.

                        

                    

                

                
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                        


                        
                            Consulting

                            Leave infrastructure limitations behind. We architect your ideal cloud environment, elevating capabilities beyond on-premises models. Our consultants combine know-how with know-you, engineering next-level cloud solutions unique as your organization. We dissolve technological barriers, creating tailored infrastructures that power you forward today and beyond. The sky is the limit in our capable hands.
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                    Our experienced team offers end-to-end services to help drive your business forward. We provide custom software development, IoT solutions, and technology consulting to solve complex business challenges. Additionally, we offer secure hosting and blockchain development to enable new capabilities. With deep expertise across emerging technologies, we collaborate closely to understand your needs and deliver innovative solutions tailored to your specific requirements. Let us put our skills and experience to work for you.
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                    Application Development

                    Relational Databases and full development stack
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                    IoT Devices

                    IoT and BLE device programming
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                    Consulting

                    Cloud, ML, AI, see how we can put your organization in a place to excel
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                    Hosting

                    Over 20 years experience in getting your application accessible
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                    Blockchain

                    Liquid Staking, DAOs, Smartcontract development

                
            

           

        



    

    

    

    
        
            

                

                    Meet Our Team

                    

                


                
                    Just a small sample of some of our talent!
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                            Hobbbies

                            Live music and mountain biking

                            	
	


                        
                    

                    David Brighton

                    Managing Director
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                            Hobbies

                            Spearfishing and Rock Climbing

                            	
	


                        
                    

                    Martin Matrone

                    Lead Developer
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                            Hobbies

                            Gaming, Pizza, and 80's movies

                            	
	


                        
                    

                    Jason Lynch

                    IoT Developer
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                            Hobbies

                            Travelling and Tempranillos

                            	
	


                        
                    

                    Sophia Sweeney

                    Cloud Architect
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                    Let’s Discuss

                    

                


                
                    Our team stands ready to engage with your perspective, to brainstorm solutions, and to forge mutually rewarding relationships. So complete that contact form, click send, and let the magic begin. The door is open - won't you please come in?

                


                
                
                    
                        DL HOST LLC

                        2755 Kipps Colony Drive S #304

                        Guflport, FL 33707

                        859-982-9360
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                        Our experts turn visions into reality through customized software solutions, smooth cloud migrations, and innovative IoT prototypes. We collaborate closely to push technological boundaries, creating tailored digital frameworks that meet strategic goals now and in the future. Our customer focus means we speak tech fluently so you can focus on your business.
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